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KX Aql (HV 5428) is a poorly studied atalysmi variable star. The Downes et al.(2001) atalogue reports a dwarf nova nature with a rather long yle length (300 days)and a photographi magnitude range 12.5{17.5, although the VSNET1 and VSOLJ2 lighturves oasionally show the star fainter than 18 mag. To our knowledge, the systemhas not been examined spetrosopially yet. In this note we on�rm the dwarf novalassi�ation, and provide for the �rst time a detailed desription of the optial spetrum.We obtained a 900-s integration time spetrum of KX Aql on May 30, 2000 (JD2451694) at the La Silla Observatory using DFOSC at the Danish 1.54-m telesope. Grism#15 ombined with a slit width of 200 yielded a wavelength range of � 3800{9100 �A anda spetral resolution of 15 �A. The spetrum was orreted for bias and at �elds, as wellas alibrated in wavelength and ux using standard IRAF3 routines.The spetrum of KX Aql is presented in Fig. 1. It shows typial dwarf nova features,with strong emission lines of the Balmer and HeI series. Additionally, CaII H (hiddenin H") and K emission is present at the blue, and the CaII triplet (blended with thePashen series) at the red end of the spetrum. Table 1 ontains all identi�ed emissionlines and their basi quantities. Note espeially the extraordinary strength of the H�line (WH� > 300 �A), and the absene of highly ionized lines like HeII. The spetrumfurthermore shows no absorption features whih ould be assigned to the seondary star.A few emission lines remained unidenti�ed due to the low resolution of our data, twoother were tentatively assigned to FeII, but a �nal onlusion has to await high-resolutionspetrosopy.The normalized spetrum in the lower part of Fig. 1 was omputed by dividing thealibrated spetrum through a spline �t to the ontinuum. It emphasizes the strongBalmer derement, suggesting an origin in an optially thin aretion dis. This, and thestrong emission lines in general, indiate that the system was in quiesene during ourobservations. We folded the alibrated spetrum with Bessell (1990) �lterurves in orderto extrat spetrophotometri magnitudes, obtainingV = 18:4; B � V = �0:5; V �R = 0:2:1 http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/gvs/AQLKX.html2 http://www.kusastro.kyoto-u.a.jp/vsnet/et/drawvsolj.gi?text=AQLKX3 IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories.
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Table 1: Properties of the emission lines. Column 1 gives the wavelength determined by a Gaussian �t,olumn 2 the equivalent width, olumn 3 the Gaussian FWHM, olumn 4 the integrated line ux, olumn5 and 6 the line identi�ation and the orresponding rest wavelength, respetively. The ux is in unitsof 10�16 erg m�2 s�1. All other values are in �A. Colons mark unertain values(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)� W� FWHM F� identi�ation �0 remarks3898 �47: 20 271: H� 3889 [1℄3943 �45: 11 246: CaII K 3934 [1℄3979 �54: 21 289: H" + CaII H 3970 [1℄4109 �62 24 293 HÆ 41024191 �9 35 31 FeII 4179 unertain4244 �7 20 21 FeII 4233 unertain4293 �12 13 16 ID?4347 �111 25 264 H 43414424 �4 20 10 ID?4479 �15 23 33 HeI 44724867 �159 26 265 H� 48614928 �13 23 19 HeI 49224971 �4 30 5 ID?5028 �13 39 24 HeI 50165176 �13 30 22 FeII 51695882 �60 33 61 HeI 58766566 �320 30 282 H� 65636681 �32 41 25 HeI 66787068 �25 42 24 HeI 70658515 �76 91 57 CaII/Pa blend8665 �41 62 25 Pa13/CaII 8665/86628757 �37 87 17 Pa12 87518881: �23: 40: 10: Pa11 8863 [2℄[1℄ lines are strongly blended[2℄ line distorted due to absorption feature (CCD error)
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Figure 1. Flux alibrated (in 10�16 erg m�2s�1�A�1, top) and ontinuum normalized (bottom) spetraof KX Aql
The reorded seeing during the observations was of the order 1:005. On the basis of previousexperienes with the instrumental setup at the 1.54 Danish, we thus expet the alibrationto be better than � 0:m15 in V onsidering the slit width of 200. This on�rms the quiesentstate of KX Aql during the observation. It furthermore means that, if the maximum Vmagnitude is not too far from the listed photographi value of 12.5 (Downes et al., 2001),the system shows long-term variations with �V � 6 mag.The optially thin dis, suggested by the properties of the emission lines, points to astate of low aretion rate, and the dis luminosity, i.e. its ontinuum emission, an beexpeted to be rather low. The absene of late-type absorption features (e.g., NaI or TiO)therefore indiates a faint seondary star. This, together with the probable large outburstamplitude and the long reurrene time, suggests that KX Aql is a member of the SUUMa star sublass of atalysmi variables, i.e. a dwarf nova below the period gap witha seondary star less massive than � 0:3 M�. The observation of a superoutburst, or thedetermination of the orbital period, should be the de�nitive probe of this predition.
Referenes:Bessell, M.S., 1990, PASP, 102, 1181Downes, R.A., Webbink, R.F., Shara, M.M., Ritter, H., Kolb, U., Duerbek, H.W., 2001,PASP, in press


